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Aloha!  

Like many people in Hawai'i, I grew up spending a lot of my free time at the beach. One of the water 

sports I enjoyed the most was body surfing.  There was something about the art and sport of riding 

a wave without any sort of buoyant device that drew me into surfing with my body.  

Timing was key. I had to learn to launch at the right time, kicking and stroking hard in order to 

optimize my propulsion to catch the perfect ride. Believe me when I tell you there were many 

missed opportunities before I finally learned to move in sync with the rhythms of the ocean.  And, 

direction was paramount to my safety.  One turn of my outstretched arm in the wrong direction sent 

me hurling violently back to shore with my mouth shoveling sand!  When that did happen, l learned 

that exiting a poor execution took more effort and time away from the fun of my sport.  
Today, we are about to catch a wave of a different kind. One that has been swelling to epic 

proportions over the years.  One that will require focused preparation to launch with the vigor and 

momentum to ride out this tsunami sized wave of addressing our incarceration issues in Hawaii.  

I am committed to helping you capitalize on the complexity of this big wave we now face in our 

criminal justice system to differentiate and innovate. Yes, change means doing something different 

than before.  It is going in a new and uncharted direction, but not without planning and testing, 

evaluating and revising, and most importantly, collaborating until we get it right and correct.  That’s 

part of the learning process.  

Everything I’ve been able to launch as part of the Residency Section Unit team in the O'ahu 

Community Correctional Center is in this catalog. Thanks for taking the time to look through it – 

hopefully, we will enjoy the ride together!  
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Anna Mayes  

Educator & Practitioner for BHIS LLC  
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About BHIS 

BHIS stands for Balanced Human Inclusive Strategy.  It is the vision and mission behind the 

creation of every product and service delivered.    

BHIS LLC has one principle member—Anna Mayes, dba Anna Ramos.  Anna is an educator 

and practitioner.  Put simply, she applies scholarly research to what she learns in life, and has 

done it long enough to merit the expertise to pass it on to others.  It is not only what she 

knows, but it is who she is and what she does on a daily basis.  

Educator.  Anna earned an undergraduate degree in Humanities with a specialization in 
U.S. History from the University of Hawaii-West O’ahu, and a Masters of Arts in Adult 

Education and Training from the University of Phoenix, Arizona. After completing a teaching 

practicum at Aiea High School in 1992, she discovered a passion and instinctive capacity for 

working with native and indigenous “at risk” learners when she wrote and piloted her first 

program, “S.T.A.R.” Students Taking Academic Responsibility. 

Since 1995, Anna has run programs for both “at risk” and “high risk” learners for the  

Department of Education Community Schools for Adults, Goodwill Industries, East Hawaii  

Coalition for the Homeless, Big Island Substance Abuse Council, Domestic Violence Action 

Center, and the Hawaii Foodbank.  Under her coordination, a high school internship program 

received recognition as a Best Practice at the 2009 National Workforce Development Annual 

Conference.  

Practitioner.  For over 30 years, Anna has developed a personal spiritual practice rooted

in indigenous concepts and practices. Her personal journey is a convergence of eastern, 

indigenous and native world views into a path of healing. Recognized as an articulate and 

eloquent communicator, she places significant emphasis on stories as authentic narratives of 

survival. Practicing presence and finding reason in the natural world and situational 

sentiments of chance are key to her practice. 

Anna has helped youth, women and men with the change associated with alcohol and 

substance abuse addiction, mental health challenges, homelessness, unemployment, 

intimate partner abuse and domestic violence issues, anger, sexual abuse, incarceration and 

reentry.  Her own story dealing with family incest is reflected in the recently published 

Filipinas! Voices from Daughters and Descendants of Hawaii’s Plantation Era.    

“Anna is an excellent instructor, precise, concise, personal, practical, and spiritual.” –Inmate, 
Annex 1, O'ahu Community Correctional Center. 
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IN-CUSTODY EDUCATION  
  

 The In-Custody Education Framework guides the prescriptive delivery of appropriate 

programming by aligning classification levels with stages of change to monitor the 

development of desired reentry core values and maintenance of positive relationships in 

individuals prior to release.  The reentry core values are aligned with the Department of 

Education’s 5 R’s—Resiliency, Respect, Responsibility, Resourcefulness and Relationships.   
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Prescriptive Delivery takes into account these measurable factors:  custody and classification 

level, individual criminogenic risks, and readiness to change. The delivery of appropriate In- 

Custody Education depends upon a case management initial assessment and orientation to 

participation.  Prescriptive Delivery aides the Prescriptive Planning Process for Reentry in the 

Oahu Community Corrections Center Jail Transition Program.    

  

 REENTRY CORE VALUE  CLASSIFICATION LEVEL  STAGE OF CHANGE  

  

Resiliency:  

Adapting & striving for positive 

outcomes in an adverse 

situation.  

Maximum – Medium  
(Basic CBT) 

Level 1  

  

Pre-Contemplative:  

Needs help recognizing there is 
a problem.  

  

Respect:  

Honoring self and others, the 

environment and authority.  

  

Medium  
(Prosocial Cognitive-  

Change Management)  
Level 2  

  

Contemplation:  
Aware of problem and need for 

change.  

  

Responsibility:   

Taking ownership of one’s 

actions, obligations and 

commitments.  

  

Minimum  
(Prosocial Cognitive-  
Career Assessment)  

Level 3  
  

Preparation:  

Decides to make a change.  
Plans to take action.  

Resourcefulness:  

Using skills, abilities, fortitude, 

and hard work to find ways to 

succeed.  

Low or Community Based  
(Self- Efficacy-  

Release Planning) 
Level 4  

  

  

Action:  

Recognizes a problem exists.   
Acts to modify behaviors, 

environments, relationships and 

experiences to overcome the 

problem.  

  

 In Custody Education Programming is comprised of Basic Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) 

and Prosocial Cognitive Education. Emphasis is placed on the promotion and progression of 

the inmate’s self- efficacy through modified behavioral change in the areas of personal 

character, work and job readiness, and release planning.  Learning strategies include 

Motivational Interviewing, Motivational Enhancement, Cognitive Restructuring, and Guided 

Discovery.  These adult learning strategies have been proven effective in improving mental 

and psychosocial functioning in inmates with recurring addictive behaviors associated with 
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their criminal thinking.  Four levels of Programming have been identified as appropriate for 

Prescriptive Delivery.    

  

Program Levels for Prescriptive Delivery  

    

LEVEL  

1  

  

Basic Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.    

  

 Sessions:    1 (Orientation Pre-requisite)   

 Duration:   1 hour per session   

 Frequency:   1 / 1 hour session per week.   

Length:    Ongoing  

        

Description.  

        

Motivational Learning delivered one-to-one or in small groups that  
uses modified “Think Reports” (CBT), “Change Management 
Matrix” (Franklin Reality Model), Cognitive Mapping, and Role Play 
to stimulate awareness of the problem.  Ongoing open enrollment.   
  

LEVEL  

2  

  

Prosocial Cognitive Education-The Opportunity of Change.  

  

 Sessions:    10 per learning module   

 Duration:   1 hour per session   

 Frequency:   5 / 1 hour sessions per week.   

 Length:    2 weeks  

  

Description.  

  

 A Change Management Course addressing cognitive distortions that  
hinder the development and practice of prosocial behaviors to 
address change that uses “Change Check In” (Self-administered daily 
Franklin Reality Model), Authentic Assessments, Motivational  
Interviewing, Motivational Enhancement, Cognitive Restructuring, 
Cognitive Mapping and Guided Discovery strategies. Cycled closed 
enrollment.   
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Program Levels for Prescriptive Delivery  

  

LEVEL  

3  

  

Prosocial Cognitive Education—Life On Purpose.  

  

Sessions:    10 per learning module   

 Duration:   1 hour per session   

 Frequency:   5 / 1 hour sessions per week.   

 Length:    2 weeks.  

  

 Description.  

  

 A Career Assessment & Planning Course emphasizing the Cognitive  
(thinking, reasoning, remembering) and Non-Cognitive (motivation,  
integrity, interpersonal interaction) of work readiness skills that uses 
 “Change Check In” (Self-administered daily Franklin Reality Model),  

 Authentic Assessments, Motivational Interviewing, Motivational  

 Enhancement, Cognitive Restructuring, RIASEC CTE Assessment, 
Short and Long range planning, Readiness for Success Survey for the  
development of a new life framework. Cycled closed enrollment.  
  

LEVEL  

4  

  

Self-Efficacy-Release Planning.  

  

 Sessions:  Varied  

 Duration:  1 hour per session  

 Frequency:  1 / 1 hour session per week  

 Length:  Varied  

  

Description.  

  

Topics in Basic Needs Assessment (Transportation, Identification, 
Documents, Clothing, Food and Financial Resources), Skill Building 
for Self-Sufficiency, Health Care (Physical, Mental, and Addiction),  
Employment and Education, and Support Systems.   
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 Prognosis is important to forecasting outcomes of prescriptive delivery.  In each of the 

Levels of In Custody Education, inmates will demonstrate tangible evidence of their readiness 

to change and progress through each of the levels.  The administration of authentic 

assessments such as roleplay, homework, contribution to discussions, daily “change check 

in” (thinking report), and demonstration of their written and oral communication skills 

support the development of resiliency, respect, responsibility and resourcefulness. These 

assessments are notated in the inmate’s case file or scored on a Learning Prognosis using an 

evidence-based relapse prevention readiness to change assessment tool. A Learning 

Prognosis is required for Levels 2 and 3 of the prescriptive delivery plan.    

  

Readiness to Change Scoring Instrument  

 

    

  

A Prescriptive Plan Transcript records attendance, voluntary enrollment, matriculation, and 

participation. Authentic assessment scores from the Learning Prognosis are also plotted on 

the Prescriptive Plan Transcript showing an inmates progression from a higher to lower risk 

classification level.  The transcript suggests that changes in an inmate’s classification level 

indicates changes in correlative psychosocial behaviors.  Development of psychosocial 

behaviors promote the acquisition of the reentry core values:  resiliency, respect, 

responsibility and resourcefulness with an aim of fostering and maintaining appropriate and 

healthy relationships.  

Interpreting the Prescriptive Plan Transcript  

Correlation between Risk Classification,   

Psychosocial Behaviors, and Reentry Core Values  

  

  

  

1 
No Intent 

2 
No Commitment 

3 
Intent to Take  

Action 

4 
Applying New  

Learning 

5 
Exhibiting New  

Behavior 

6 
Mentoring 
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1 
No Intent 

2 
No Commitment 

3 
Intent to Take  

Action 

4 
Applying New  

Learning 

5 
Exhibiting New  

Behavior 

6 
Mentoring 

▲   
HIGH   

Level 1   
Pre - Contemplation   

▲   
MODERATE   

Levels 2 - 3   
Contemplation  

Preparation   

▲   
LOW   

Levels 4  - 5   
Action   

RESILIENCY   
Trust, Autonomy   

  

RESPECT & RESPONSIBILITY   
Initiat ive, Industry, Identity   

RESOURCEFULNESS & RELATIONSHIPS   
Intimacy, Creativity, Integrity   
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PROSOCIAL COGNITIVE CURRICULUM  
  

  Basic Cognitive Based Therapy (CBT)  

 Pre-requisite Orientation to Prosocial Cognitive Education.  

A one-hour orientation session introducing the skill of thought processing and cognitive 

mapping using a Change Management Matrix (Franklin Reality Model).  Students are 

assigned to mock clinical teams of 2-4.  The goal of the activity is to build trust and foster 

autonomy in relationship to others.  Students will use analytical and problem-solving skills 

to assess the scenario and change that needs to occur for the individual in the exercise.  

Students will role-play their findings to the class.  As a homework assignment, students will 

then apply their learning to analyze, assess and problem solve on the blank Change 

Management Matrix using the situation that brought them to jail.  
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  Prosocial Cognitive Education—Change Management  

Learning Module 1:  The Opportunity of Change  

In this course students learn fundamental change management skills.  A “think report” 

focusing on cognitive distortions in beliefs and attitudes and how these affect the ability to 

self-govern thoughts, emotions and behaviors is administered every day.  There are 10 

authentic assessments that use the strategies of motivational interviewing and cognitive 

restructuring.  Student’s progress in the class and completed homework are documented on 

a Learning Prognosis and Prescriptive Plan Transcript.  A certificate of completion is awarded 

to those students who successfully matriculate through the course.  
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Theme:    I have the courage and  
capability to  embrace change as part of  
discovering my original design in life.     

Topics :   

Recognizing the Need  f or Change   
Perceptions, Beliefs and Behaviors   
Factors of Resistance   
Living with Nonviolent Awareness   
Obstacles in Our   Personality   
Obstacle s in Our   Culture   
Learning to Dialogue   
Being Intent   
Mastering the 3 D’s   
Becoming a Person of Hope   

“ I   learned how to step by step monitor  

my behavior for success not failure.”     

-- I nmate, A nnex 1,  O ’ahu  C ommunity  
C orrectional C enter   
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 Pal 

Cognitive Education—Career Assessment   

  Learning Module 2:  Life on Purpose  

In this course students learn about essential work readiness skills and career assessment by 

developing a new framework for living.  Focus is on four contexts:  Private life, Family Life, 

Work Life, and Community Life and how to practice peace, unity, nonviolence and legacy in 

relation to others.  Students will examine schema that hinder their forward movement toward 

a life on purpose.  A more rigorous learning process has students doing career assessment, 

goal setting and gaging their own readiness to succeed.  Each student is required to present 

their new framework for living a life on purpose in a 3 minute presentation.  Student’s 

progress in the class and completed homework are documented on a Learning Prognosis and 

Prescriptive Plan Transcript.  A certificate of completion is awarded to those students who 

successfully matriculate through the course.  

 

    

  

“ I  learned the importance of my life and how to deal and  
change. I have knowledge to become a better person .”    

-- I nmate, A nnex 1, O ’ahu C ommunity C orrec tional C enter   
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RELEASE PLANNING  
  

  Job Search Portfolio  

In this class students explore productivity and efficiency as it relates to their job search 

process.  Topics include effective habits of independence and interdependence, time 

management, the importance of the resume, cover letter and application to the hiring 

process.  Students are required to complete a master application, a resume and a cover letter 

as part of their job readiness portfolio.  

  Interviewing with A Criminal History  

In this class students walk through the process from the employer’s perspective to learn how 

to prepare for an interview.  Discussions focus on how to answer the difficult questions of 

arrest, conviction and employment gaps, as well as on laws and incentives for employers to 

hire protected classes.  Students will have a chance to practice their skills through mock 

interviews with each other.  They demonstrate competency in simulated one to one, phone 

screening, and panel interviews.  

  Self Sufficiency Budget  

In this topical lesson students learn the value of having a budget as it relates to selfsufficiency 

planning.  They will calculate needs to discover a self-sufficiency wage.  The wage helps them 

to plan their job search, make adjustments to spending, and make decisions about careers, 

living arrangements, etc.  

  Community Support Presenters  

Students who complete a full learning cycle of prosocial cognitive education are eligible to 

connect with Community Support Presenters.  Presenters lists includes:  

  Guy Shibayama, Apprenticeship Coordinator, Honolulu Community College  

  Ernie Libarios, Transiton Counselor/Instructor, Leeward Community College  

  Rick Kang, Instructor—Hawaiian Male Mentor, Leeward Community College— 

  Waianae  

  Matt Tauafetee, Executive Director, First LAP Mens Residential Transition Housing  

  Program  

  John Dudoit, Executive Director, Makana O Ke Akua, Clean and Sober Houses  

  JoAnn Cagasan, OCEWD, Leeward Community College  
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Transition Plan and Steps of Practice  

In this topical lesson students talk about their anxieties related to their release, discover their 

risks to successful reentry, and develop a plan for the first week post release.  Students also 

align their new lessons in practice gained from their prosocial cognitive education to the 

week.    
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POST-RELEASE SERVICES  
  

  Fill A Life Back Pack  

The “Fill A Life” Back Pack can be pre-ordered by students enrolled in the Prosocial Cognitive 
Education classes who request assistance with post-release clothing, hygiene, grooming, 

footwear, linens, etc.  Counselors at the Salvation Army Adult Treatment Services also use 

this new service to connect women who have been released from OCCC into residential 

services. Items are donated by individuals or community partners who believe that having 

the basics makes starting over a little more manageable.  No one should leave in a blue paper 

suit.  

 

  

  

Men ’ s  Back Pack   

Women ’ s Tote   
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Transition Care Management (TCM) was developed to bridge reentry in-custody with reentry 

in-community.  TCM monitors the inmate 30, 60, 90 and 120 days post release. A Care 

Management meeting is scheduled once weekly to address follow through with pre-release 

plans, post-release risks to successful reentry, and any stipulations of compliance with 

probation.  Responsibilities between the participant and Care Manager are assigned to each 

intervention as they arise.  The goal of Transition Care Management is to address recidivism 

as it arises in criminogenic behaviors and risks, the environment, or in addiction relapse with 

appropriate and timely interventions.  The Transition Care Management program was 

piloted with one woman from Module 4.  She has successfully completed 120 days post-

release without returning.  




